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THIS IS THE WAY OF LIFE;
ONLY AFTER DEFEAT,

THERE IS VICTORY.
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WE LEARNED FROM COVID-19

After the devastating first wave of covid-
19, the world just started reviving with its
resources and sustainable vitality, but
India again faced the terrible invasion of
the 2nd wave. The country suffered from
a tremendously increased mortality rate,
poor economic cycle, a hike in market
nonequilibrium. The stagnation of human
mobilisation created a formidable
economic disbalance. 
B-ABLE lately began with its operation,
but the situation drew a pause to all the
strategical actionable. By respecting the
government norms, the company halted
all the ground operations and started
with the virtual skill training program.
The second step B-ABLE followed; to run
a vaccination drive to safeguard the
employees and trainees all over India.
This quarter was filled with tremendous
devastation but created a humanistic
feeling among the entire B-ABLE family. 

Life goes on



EDITORIAL
Social Media- The Revved-Up Instrument To Influence Modern Crowd 

Social media is the most convenient and
influential key to grasping the attention
of a larger population. It addresses
different issues, shares evidence-based
and timely health information, receives
instant feedback on materials, conducts
remote training, promotes awareness
through a single screen.
During this pandemic, B-ABLE strived to
battle against Covid-19 and served in the
country ecosystem, aiming to generate
awareness and vaccinate employees and
trainees. The company adopted social
media as a weapon to protect the
horizon. 
During the rampant outbreak of Covid
19, B-ABLE started a vaccination drive
through social media and captured each
vaccinated personnel to increase
motivation among the other employees. 

simultaneously, few employees
intuitively delivered uplifting
messages on social media to incite
our internal and external colleagues,
partners, and stakeholders.
Through social media, we also
acknowledged all our trained
candidates are serving the nation as
Corona Warriors to glorify their self-
sacrificing service to the needy. 
Altogether, B-ABLE adopted the
leading whip of the new era to
stimulate people and strived towards
creating a shift in human lives.



B-ABLE WITH KHEYTI
A Journey towards creating a better India

B-ABLE empanelled with Kheyti to create
a change in the rural beings of India.
With the approach of low-cost
greenhouse installation, the duo strives
to uplift the lives of small farmers and
promote them to local entrepreneurship.
The program also seeks to eliminate the
concept of rural migration and generates
opportunities in local regions.
B-ABLE vowed to excel the entire process
and deliver quality raw material to the
farmers. 

After organising multiple strategies
adaptation meetings, B-ABLE started the
farmer's acquisition process dedicatedly
at Parkal, Telangana. An internal team
visited was held to assess the process
growth. The team has utilised various
approaches like the door to door visits,
community meetings, meetings with local
officials to reach the maximum number of
farmers. Presently, B-ABLE has
collaborated with 100+ small farmers
based on the greenhouse beneficiary
selection guidelines. 

To create an identity, B-ABLE organised
an introductory Bootcamp. During that
program, the team introduced the entire
process to the farmers. Later, the team
members distributed brand t-shirts to
the farmers to provide them with a Brand
Identity. Post which, the dedicated team
has stepped into the essential phase of
this program to implement greenhouses
and impact the lives of farmers.



IMPACTING FUTURE GENERATIONS
WITH NSQF

The situation has affected the children
and adolescence of this country so
crudely, as their chances of acquiring
knowledge, being skilled and
advantageous receiving exposure have
seized. To sustain their determination,
B-ABLE organised multiple activities
physically or virtually. B-ABLE took
various initiatives to extend the learning
process and immerse students into a
productive environment.

In collaboration with Sky Master
Academy, B-ABLE conducted a Career
Management session for the secondary
and higher secondary students of Delhi
Public Schools. During the session, all
the students got an opportunity to learn
from the higher authorities of Sky
Master Academy. 

B-ABLE also organised a few
academic competitions to foster the
curiosity of the students. A chart
making competition was held
intending to extend their knowledge
on Covid-19 efficiently.

During the lockdown, apart from fun
activities, B-ABLE also conducted
online classes to establish a virtual
academic forum for the students. 

In Punjab, NSQF conducted few
school audits to supervise the
availability of lab tools and
instruments. The result was
remarkably gratifying for all the
school staff and B-ABLE.



VACCINATION DRIVE
Fervent service for the betterment of the horizon

A committee was formed to carry a plan to achieve 100% of employees get
vaccinated and explore several methods to safeguard each member of the B-ABLE
family.

A WhatsApp group was formed to provide information about the vaccination
availability slots. The group was responsible for completing the registration of
employees and get them vaccinated. Furthermore, the team followed up with the
employees and produced a data store for the company.

As a member of FICCI, B-ABLE attended a virtual meeting to acquire support for the
vaccination drive. We went non-eligible due to not meeting the employee numbers
criteria. The team is still seeking several external fora to get support.

In different parts of the country, our regional resource persons have started
awareness generation campaigns on COVID vaccination. Due to rumours and
controversies, our candidates and their parents are not agreeing with the process.
So, the teams deliberately striving to convince them and provide them with a safety
net.

Sharmila Kumbrika is 18 years old young aspirant who
belongs to a small farmer's family of Odisha. She grew
up in a financially deprived household, where the
fulfilment of daily necessities was unmanageable. She
dreamt of earning economic independence and
becoming the protector of her family. 
She couldn't complete her studies after 8th grade due
to financial deprivation, which prevented her from
getting a decent job.

Later, she got to know about the Second Chance Education program launched by
UNDP Women offered by B-ABLE in collaboration with PRADAN. Without having a
second thought, she registered herself in the tailoring skill training program and
dedicatedly completed the course. Presently, she is working at Shahana Clothing PVT
Ltd, Tamil Nadu and earning Rs 11000/- monthly. 

She has just started her journey of independence, and more milestones are yet to be
achieved.

Success Stories
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A 22 years old aspirant, Lipi Singh, belongs to a farmers family in
Odisha. Being a small farmer, her father's marge income was not
sufficient to meet the daily requirements of the household. Holding all
the hardels, he managed to support his children to complete minimum
education. After 10th grade, Lipi sensed the grim economic stress her
father was undergoing, so she decided to assist her father financially.
 
Eventually, she came to know about the Second Chance Education
program launched by UNDP Women offered by B-ABLE in collaboration
with PRADAN. She took a step forward and registered herself for the
tailoring skill training program. After completing the training process,
she is now working at Shahana Clothing PVT Ltd as a sewing operator
and earning Rs 11000/- per month.


